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Deep learning techniques have recently demonstrated broad success in predicting complex dy-
namical systems ranging from turbulence to human speech—motivating broader questions about
how neural networks encode and represent dynamical rules. We explore this problem in the context
of cellular automata (CA), simple dynamical systems that are intrinsically discrete and thus diffi-
cult to analyze using standard tools from dynamical systems theory. We show that any CA may
readily be represented using a convolutional neural network with a network-in-network architecture.
This motivates our development of a general convolutional multilayer perceptron architecture, which
we find can learn the dynamical rules for arbitrary CA when given videos of the CA as training
data. In the limit of large network widths, we find that training dynamics are strongly stereotyped
across replicates, and that common patterns emerge in the structure of networks trained on differ-
ent CA rulesets. We train ensembles of networks on randomly-sampled CA, and we probe how the
trained networks internally represent the CA rules using an information-theoretic technique based
on distributions of layer activation patterns. We find that CA with simpler rule tables produce
trained networks with hierarchical structure and layer specialization, while more complex CA tend
to produce shallower representations—illustrating how the underlying complexity of the CA’s rules
influences the specificity of these internal representations. Our results suggest how the entropy of a
physical process can affect its representation when learned by neural networks.
Recent studies have demonstrated the surprising abil-
ity of deep neural networks to learn predictive represen-
tations of dynamical systems [1–5]. For example, cer-
tain types of recurrent neural networks, when trained
on short-timescale samples of a high-dimensional chaotic
process, can learn transition operators for that process
that rival traditional simulation techniques [2, 6, 7]. More
broadly, neural networks can learn and predict general
features of dynamical systems—ranging from turbulent
energy spectra [8], to Hamiltonian ground states [9, 10],
to topological invariants [11]. Such successes mirror well-
known findings in applied domains [12], which have con-
vincingly demonstrated that neural networks may not
only represent, but also learn, generators for processes
ranging from speech generation [13] to video prediction
[14]. However, open questions remain about how the un-
derlying structure of a physical process affects its rep-
resentation by a neural network trained using standard
optimization techniques.
We aim to study such questions in the context of cel-
lular automata (CA), among the simplest dynamical sys-
tems due to the underlying discreteness of both their
domain and the dynamical variables that they model.
The most widely-known CA is Conway’s Game of Life,
which consists of an infinite square grid of sites (“cells”)
that can only take on a value of zero (“dead”) or one
(“alive”). Starting from an initial binary pattern, each
cell is synchronously updated based on its current state,
as well as its current number of living and non-living
neighbors. Despite its simple dynamical rules, the Game
of Life has been found to exhibit remarkable properties
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ranging from self-replication to Turing universality [15].
Such versatility offers a vignette of broader questions in
CA research, because many CA offer minimal examples
of complexity emerging from apparent simplicity [16–18].
For this reason, CA have previously been natural candi-
dates for evaluating the expressivity and capability of
machine learning techniques such as genetic algorithms
[19, 20].
Here, we show that deep convolutional neural networks
are capable of representing arbitrary cellular automata,
and we demonstrate an example network architecture
that smoothly and repeatably learns an arbitrary CA us-
ing standard loss gradient-based training. Our approach
takes advantage of the “mean field limit” for large net-
works [21–23], for which we find that trained networks
express a universal sparse representation of the CA based
on depthwise consolidation of similar inputs.
We begin by making an explicit connection between
cellular automata and neural networks. We define a CA
as a dynamical system with M possible states that up-
dates its value based on its current value and D other
cells, usually its immediate neighbors in a square lattice.
There are MD possible unique M -ary input strings to
a CA function, which we individually refer to as σ. A
cellular automaton is fully specified by a transition rule-
set σ → m, m ∈ 0, 1, ...,M , and there are MMD possible
unique CA rulesets. For the Game of Life, M = 2, D = 9,
and so the rule table consists of a Boolean function that
maps each of the 29 = 512 possible 9-bit input strings to
a single bit. A defining feature of CA is the locality of dy-
namical update rule, which ensures that the rule domain
is small; the size of D thus sets an upper bound on the
rate at which information propagates across space. This
locality makes CA explicitly analogous to a convolutional
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Figure 1. Conway’s Game of Life as a convolutional
neural network. Two convolutional filters identify the value
of the center pixel and count the number of neighbors. These
features are then scored and summed to generate a prediction
for the system at the next timepoint.
neural network (CNN), the de facto standard neural net-
work architecture for the analysis of images or high-
dimensional data [12]. In CNN, a trainable “kernel” is
applied across input data though a series of local convolu-
tions. The receptive field of these convolutional neurons
is equivalent to the neighborhood D of the CA. These fil-
ters act as context-aware feature extractors; deeper layers
thus need to consolidate the information these filters gen-
erate about a given neighborhood (and thus σ) into a pre-
diction for the output image (and thus m). This process
can be implemented locally using successive 1× 1 convo-
lutions, which recent applications of CNNs have shown
to greatly increase network expressivity at low compu-
tational cost [24]. Because CA are explicitly local, the
network requires no pooling layers—making the network
the equivalent of fitting a small, convolutional multilayer
perceptron or “mlpconv” to the CA [24, 25]. The appro-
priate weights to implement a given CA can actually be
inferred analytically without the use of algorithmic train-
ing (Supplementary Material); one possible approach is
to define a shallow network that uniquely matches each
of the MD input σ against a template, while another ap-
proach treats layers of the network like levels in a tree
search that iteratively narrows down each input σ to the
desired output m.
Figure 1 shows an example analytical mlpconv repre-
sentation of the Game of Life, in which the two salient
features for determining the CA evolution (the center
pixel value and the number of neighbors) are extracted
via an initial 3 × 3 convolution, the results of which are
passed to additional 1 × 1 convolutional layers in order
to generate a final output prediction (exact weights are
given in Supplementary Material). The number of sep-
arate convolutions (four with the neighbor filter with
different biases, and one with the identity filter) is af-
fected by our choice of ReLU activations (the current
best practice for deep convolutional networks) instead
of traditional neurons with saturating nonlinearities [26].
Many alternative and equivalent representations may be
defined, underscoring the expressivity of multilayer per-
ceptrons when representing simple functions like CA.
Now assured that arbitrary cellular automata may be
represented by convolutional perceptrons with finite lay-
ers and units, we ask whether automated training of neu-
ral networks on time series of cellular automata images is
sufficient to learn their rules. We investigate this process
by training ensembles of convolutional neural networks
on random random images and random CA rulesets. We
start by defining a CA as an explicit mapping between
each of 29 = 512 possible 3 × 3 pixel groups in a bi-
nary image, and a single output pixel value. We then
apply this map to an ensemble of random binary images
(the training data), in order to produce a new output
binary image set (the training labels). Here, we use large
enough images (10×10 pixels) and training data batches
(500 images) to ensure that the training data contains at
least one instance of each rule. On average, each image
contains an equal number of black and white pixels; for
sufficiently large images this ensures that each of the 512
input states is equally probable. We note that, in princi-
ple, training the network will proceed much faster if the
network is shown an example of only one rule at a time.
However, such a process causes the network structure to
depend strongly on the order in which individual rules
were shown, whereas presenting all input cases simulta-
neously forces the network to learn internal rule represen-
tations based on their relative importance for maximizing
accuracy.
Our network topology consists of a basic mlpconv ar-
chitecture corresponding to a single 3 × 3 convolutional
layer followed by a variable number of 1 × 1 layers [25].
The final layer consists of a uniform summation that gen-
erate a predicted value for the next state of a lattice site.
Adding final “prediction” layer with softmax classifier ac-
celerates training on binary CA by reducing the depen-
dence of convergence on initial neuron weights; however
we omit this step here in order to allow the same architec-
ture to readily be generalized for CA with M > 2. Our
network may thus be considered a convolutional linear
committee machine.
For the random initial conditions used, the Adam opti-
mizer with an L2 norm loss function was used with hyper-
parameters (training rate, initial weights, etc) optimized
via grid search. Training was stopped was when the net-
work prediction accuracy reached 100% on unseen test
data, after rounding the predictions to the nearest inte-
ger. The loss used to compute gradients for the optimizer
was not rounded. In the results below, we deliberately
use very large networks (12 layers with 100 neurons per
layer) in order to ensure that the network has the capac-
ity to represent the CA ruleset in as shallow or deep a
manner as it finds—and we expect and observe that many
fewer neurons per layer are used than are available. Con-
sistent with prior reports that large networks approach a
“mean field” limit [21–23], we find that training is highly
repeatable for such large networks, even when different
training data is used, different CA rules are learned, or
the hyperparameters are altered slightly from their opti-
mal values (although this extends the duration of train-
ing). We also find that doubling the depth and width
of our networks does not qualitatively affect our results,
consistent with a large-network limit. Additionally, we
trained alternative networks using a different optimizer
3(vanilla stochastic gradient descent) and loss function
(cross-entropy loss), and found nearly identical internal
structure in the trained networks (as discussed below);
however, the form of the loss curves during training was
more concave for such networks. See the supplementary
material for further details of networks and training.
Figure 2A shows the results of training a single net-
work on the Game of Life, and then applying the trained
network to the “glider,” a known soliton-like solution to
the Game. During the early stages of the training, the
activations appear random and intermittent. As train-
ing proceeds, the network adjusts to the scale of output
values generated by the input data, and then begins to
learn clusters of related rules—leading to tightening of
the output image and trimming of spurious activation
patterns.
We consider the relevance of these observations to ar-
bitrary binary cellular automata. Intuition would sug-
gest that certain sets of CA rules are intrinsically easier
to learn regardless of M and D; for example, a null CA
that sends every input to zero in a single timestep re-
quires a trivial network structure, while the Game of Life
should require a structure like Figure 1 that can identify
each possible neighborhood count. We thus repeat the
training data generation and CA network training pro-
cess described above, except this time we sample CA at
random from the 22
9 ≈ 10154 possible rulesets for binary
CA. The complexity of the dynamics produced by a given
rule are generally difficult to ascertain a priori, and typ-
ical efforts to systematically investigate the full CA rule
space have focused on comparative simulations of dif-
ferent rules [16, 17]. For example, the Game of Life is a
member of a unique set of “Class IV” CA capable of both
chaotic and regular dynamics depending on their initial
state; membership in this class has been hypothesized
to be a prerequisite to supporting computational uni-
versality [15, 16]. General prediction of dynamical class
is an ongoing question in the CA literature [19], how-
ever, there is known, approximate relationship between
the complexity of simulated dynamics, and the relative
fraction λ of transitions to zero and one among the full
set of 512 possible input cases: λ = 0 and λ = 1 corre-
spond to null CA, whereas λ = 0.5 corresponds to CA
that sends equal numbers of input cases to 0 and 1 [17].
This captures the general intuition that CA typically dis-
play richer dynamics when they have a broader range of
output symbols [18]. Here, instead of using λ directly, we
parametrize the space of CA equivalently using the effec-
tive “rule entropy,” Hca. We define Hca by starting from
a maximum-entropy image with a uniform distribution of
input symbols (pσ ≈ 1/MD for all σ), to which we then
apply the CA rule once and then record the new distri-
bution of input cases, p′σ. The residual Shannon entropy
Hca ≡ −
∑
σ p
′
σ log2 p
′
σ provides a measure of the degree
to which the CA rules compress the space of available
states. Hca(λ) monotonically increases from Hca(0) = 0
until it reaches a global maximum at Hca(1/2) = 9, after
which it symmetrically decreases back to Hca(1) = 0.
Figure 2B shows the result of training 2560 randomly-
sampled CA with different values of Hca. Ensembles
of 512 related cellular automata were generated by ran-
domly selecting single symbols in the input space to tran-
sition to 1 (starting with the null case σ → 0 for all σ),
one at a time, until reaching the case σ → 1 for all σ.
This “table walk” sampling approach [17] was then repli-
cated 5 times for different starting conditions.
We observe that the initial 10 − 100 training epochs
are universal across Hca. Detailed analysis of the acti-
vation patterns across the network (Supplementary ma-
terial) suggests that this transient corresponds to initial-
ization, wherein the network learns the scale and bounds
of the input data. During the next stage of training,
the network begins to learn specific rules: the number
of neurons activated in each layer begins to decrease, as
the network becomes more selective regarding which in-
puts provoke non-zero network outputs (see supplemen-
tary material). Because Hca determines the sparsity of
the rule table—and thus the degree to which the rules
may be compressed—Hca strongly affects the dynamics
of this phase of training, with simpler CA learning faster
and shallower representations of the rule table an, result-
ing in smaller final loss values (Figure 2B, inset). This be-
havior confirms general intuition that more complicated
CA rules require more precise representations, making
them harder to learn.
A key feature of using large networks to fit simple func-
tions like CA is strong repeatability of training across
different initializations and CA rulesets. Training with
larger networks, or even with a different optimizer, loss
function, and hyperparameters, creates nearly identical
results. Such is not the case for “narrow” networks with
fewer neurons per layer, for which training proceeds as a
series of plateaus in the loss punctuated by large drops
when the stochastic optimizer happens upon new rules.
In this limit, randomly-chosen CA rulesets will not con-
sistently result in training successfully finding all correct
rules and terminating. Moreover, small networks that do
terminate do not display apparent patterns when their
internal structure is analyzed using the approaches de-
scribed below—consistent with a random search. Similar
loss dynamics have previously been observed when CA
are learned using genetic algorithms, in which the loss
function remains mostly flat, punctuated by occasional
leaps when a mutant encounters a new rule [19]. For
gradient-based training, similar kinetic trapping occurs
in the vicinity of shallow minima or saddle points [27, 28],
but these effects are reduced in larger networks such as
those used here.
That training thousands of arbitrary CA yields ex-
tremely similar training dynamics suggests that deep
networks trained using gradient optimizers learn a uni-
versal approach to approximating simple functions like
CA. This motivates us to next investigate how exactly
the trained networks represent the underlying CA rule
table—do the networks simply match entire input pat-
terns, or do they learn consolidated features such as
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Figure 2. Training 2560 convolutional neural networks
on random cellular automata. (A) Networks trained on
the Game of Life for different durations, and then applied to
images of each stage of the “glider” solution. (B) The loss
versus time during training, colored by the rule entropy Hca.
Groups of 512 related cellular automata were generated by
iteratively choosing random σ → 0 rules from the 512 possible
input configurations, and setting those sites to σ → 1. 5
replicates were performed. The entropy of the resulting rule
table is characteristic of the CA, and it is indicated byHca = 0
(blue, minimum entropy CA) toHca = 9 (magenta, maximum
entropy CA). (Inset) The final loss for each network at the end
of training, shown as a function of Hca.
neighbor counts? Because the intrinsic entropy of the
CA rule table affects training, we reason that the en-
tropy of activated representations at each layer is a nat-
ural heuristic for analyzing the internal states of the net-
work. We thus define a binary measure of activity for
each neuron in a fully-trained network: when the net-
work encounters a given input σ, any neurons that pro-
duce a non-zero output are marked as 1 (or 0 otherwise),
resulting in a new set of binary strings a(σ) denoting the
rounded activation pattern for each input σ. For exam-
ple, in an mlpconv network with only 3 layers, and 3
neurons per layer, an example activation pattern for a
specific input σ1 could be a(σ1) = {010, 000, 011}, with
commas demarcating layers. Our approach constitutes a
simplified version of efforts to study deep neural networks
by inspecting activation pattern “images” of neurons in
downstream layers when specific input images are fed into
the network [22, 29–31]. However, for our system binary
strings (thresholded activation patterns) are sufficient to
characterize the trained networks, due to the finite space
of input-output pairs for binary CA, and the large size of
our networks; in our investigations, no cases were found
in which two different inputs (σ, σ′) produced different
unrounded activation patterns, but identical patterns af-
ter binarization (a(σ), a(σ′)).
Given the ensemble of input symbols σ ∈ {0, 1}D, and
a network consisting of L layers each containing N neu-
rons, we can define separate symbol spaces representing
activations of the entire network aT (σ) ∈ {0, 1}LN ; each
individual layer, aL,i(σ) ∈ {0, 1}N , i ∈ [0, L]; and each
individual neuron aN,ij(σ) ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ [0, L], j ∈ [0, N ].
Averaging over test data consisting of an equiprobable
ensemble of all MD unique input cases σ, we can then
calculate the probability pα,k for observing a given unique
symbol ak at a level α ∈ {T, L,N} in the network. We
quantify the uniformity of each activation symbol dis-
tribution p using the entropy Hα = −
∑
k pα,k log2 pα,k,
which satisfies Hα ≤ dim(α). We condense notation and
refer to the activation entropies HT , HL,i, HN,ij as the
total entropy, the entropy of ith layer, and the entropy
of the jth neuron in the ith layer. We note that, in addi-
tion to readily quantifying the number of unique activa-
tion patterns and their uniformity across input cases, the
Shannon entropy naturally discounts zero-entropy “dead
neurons,” a common artifact of training high-dimensional
ReLU networks [26].
We expect and observe that 〈HN,ij〉ij < 〈HL,i〉i ≤ HT .
Unsurprisingly, the maximum entropy of a single neuron
is log2 2 = 1, and all multi-neuron layers generate more
than two patterns across the test data. We also observe
that HT ≈ 9 for all networks trained, suggesting that
the overall firing patterns in the network differed for ev-
ery unique input case—even for trivial rules like λ = 0
where a network with all zero weights and biases would
both correctly represent the rule table, and have identi-
cal firing patterns for all inputs (HT = 0). This effect
directly arises from training using gradient-based meth-
ods, for which at least some early layers in the network
produce unique activation patterns for each σ that are
never condensed during later training stages. Accord-
ingly, regularization using a total weight cost or dropout
both reduce HT .
Comparing HL,i across models and layers demon-
strates that early layers in the network tend to gener-
ate a broad set of activation patterns that closely fol-
low the uniform input symbol distribution (Figure 3A).
These early layers in the network thus remain saturated
at HL,i = HT ≈ 9; however in deeper layers progres-
sively lower entropies are observed, consistent with fewer
unique activation patterns (and a less uniform distribu-
tion across these strings) appearing in later layers. These
trends depend strongly on the CA rules (coloration). In
the figure, dashed lines allow comparison of HL,i to theo-
retical predictions for the layerwise entropy for the differ-
ent types of ways that a CNN can represent the CA. The
uppermost dashed curve corresponds to a network that
generates a maximum entropy set of 512 equiprobable
activation patterns in each layer. This case corresponds
to a “shallow” network that matches each input case to a
unique template at each layer. Lower dashed curves cor-
respond to predictions for networks that implement the
CA as layerwise search, in which σ that map to the same
output m are mapped to the same activation pattern at
some point before the final layer. This corresponds to a
progressive decrease in the number of unique activation
patterns in each layer. The two dashed curves shown cor-
respond to theoretical networks that eliminate 45% and
50% of unique activation patterns at each layer.
We find that higher entropy rules Hca (red points)
tend to produce shallower networks due to the rule ta-
ble being less intrinsically compressible; whereas simpler
5CA (blue points) produce networks with more tree-like
structure. This relationship has high variance in early
layers, making it difficult to visually discern in the panel
save for the last layer. However, explicit calculation of
the Pearson correlation r(Hca,HL,i) confirms its pres-
ence across all layers of the network, and that it becomes
more prominent in deeper layers (Figure 3A, inset). This
trend is a consequence of training the network using
backpropagation-based techniques, in which loss gradi-
ents computed at the final, Lth hidden layer are used to
update the weights in the previous (L−1)th layer, which
are then used to update the (L− 2)th layer, and so forth
[32]. During training, the entropy of the final layer in-
creases continuously until it reaches a plateau determined
by the network size and by Hca. The penultimate layer
then increases in entropy until reaching a plateau, and
so forth until HT = 9 across all σ—at which point train-
ing stops because the test error will reach zero (training
dynamics are further analyzed in the Supplementary Ma-
terial).
The role ofHca on internal representation distributions
pL can be further analyzed using Zipf plots of activation
pattern ak frequency versus rank (Supplementary Mate-
rial): the resulting plots show that the distribution of ac-
tivation symbols is initially uniform (because the training
data has a uniform distribution of σ), but the distribu-
tion becomes progressively narrower and more peaked in
later layers. This process occurs more sharply for net-
works trained on CA with larger Hca.
We next consider how our observed layer activation
patterns result from the entropy of the individual neurons
HN,ij that comprise them; we suspect there is a relation
because the individual firing entropies determine the “ef-
fective” number of neurons in a layer, Neff = 2
∑
j HN,ij .
Across all layers, we observe a linear relationship between
HN,ij and HL,i that saturates when HL,i ≈ HT (Fig-
ure 3B). The lower-Hca CA lie within the linear portion
of this plot, suggesting that variation in activation pat-
terns in this regime results from layers recruiting varying
numbers of neurons. Conversely, higher-entropy CA lo-
calize in a saturated region where each layer encodes a
unique activation pattern for each unique input state,
leading to no dependence on the total effective number
of neurons. This plot explains our earlier observation
that the dynamics of training do not depend on the ex-
act network shape as long as the network has sufficiently
many neurons: for low Hca, layers never saturate, and
are free to recruit more neurons until they are able to
pattern-match every unique input (at intermediate and
large Hca). A CA with more possible input states (larger
M or D) would thus require more neurons per layer to
enter this large-network limit.
We also consider the degree to which the decrease
HL,i vs. i arises from deeper layers becoming “spe-
cialized” to specific input features, a common observa-
tion for deep neural networks [12, 30, 32]. We quan-
tify the layer specialization using the total correlation,
a measure of the mutual information between the acti-
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Figure 3. Internal representations of cellular au-
tomata by trained networks. (A) The individual layerwise
entropy (HL,i/D) for the 2560 networks shown in the previ-
ous figure. Noise has been added to the horizontal coordinates
(layer index) to facilitate visualization. As in previous figures,
coloration corresponds to the entropy Hca of the underlying
CA. Dashed lines correspond to expected trends for theoret-
ical networks that eliminates 0% of cases in each layer (i.e.,
a pattern-matching implementation), 45% of cases, and 50%
(top to bottom) (Inset) The Pearson correlation coefficient r
between the rule entropy Hca and layer entropy HL,i. Error
range corresponds to bootstrapped 25% -75% quantiles. (B)
The normalized layerwise entropy (HL,i/D) versus the nor-
malized total layerwise neuron entropy (HN,ij/N), with the
linear scaling annotated.
vation patterns of a layer, and the neurons within that
layer: Ii =
∑
j HN,ij −HL,i. This quantity is minimized
(Ii = 0) when the single neuron activations within a
layer are independent of one another; conversely, at the
maximum value individual neurons only activate jointly
in the context of forming a specific layer activation pat-
tern. Plots of Ii vs. i (Supplementary material) reveal
that during early stages of training, individual neurons
tend to fire independently, consistent with multi-neuron
features being unique to each input case. In these early
layers, Ii is large because the number of possible activa-
tion patterns in a single layer of the large network (2100)
is much larger than the number of input cases (29). In
later layers, however, the correlation begins to decrease,
consistent with individual neurons being activated in the
context of multiple input cases—indicating that these
neurons are associated with features found in multiple
input cases, like the states of specific neighbors. Calcu-
lation of r(Ii,Hca) confirms that this effect varies with
Hca.
We have shown an analogy between convolutional neu-
ral networks and cellular automata, and demonstrated a
type of network capable of learning arbitrary binary CA
using standard techniques. Our approach uses a sim-
ple architecture that applies repeated 1× 1 convolutions
to perform local operations, and which predicts output
states using a mixture of shallow pattern-matching and
deep layer-wise tree searching. After training an ensem-
ble of networks on a variety of CA, we find that our
networks structurally encode generic dynamical features
of CA, such as the relative entropy of the rule table. Fur-
ther work is necessary to determine whether neural net-
works can more broadly inform efforts to understand the
dynamical space of CA, including fundamental efforts to
6relate a CA’s a priori rules to the its apparent dynamical
complexity during simulation [16, 18, 20]—for example,
do Class IV and other complex CA impose unique struc-
tures upon fitted neural networks, or can neural networks
predict their computational complexity given a rule ta-
ble? These problems and more general studies of dynam-
ical systems will require more sophisticated approaches,
such as unsupervised training and generative architec-
tures (such as restricted Boltzmann machines). More
broadly, we note that studying the bounded space of CA
has motivated our development of general entropy-based
approaches to probing trained neural networks. In future
work we hope to relate our observations to more general
patterns observed in studies of deep networks, such as
the information bottleneck [33]. Such results may inform
analysis of open-ended dynamical prediction tasks, such
as video prediction, by showing a simple manner in which
process complexity manifests as structural motifs.
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